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Introduction

The majority of the problems involving analysis of deformable solids are not 

tractable by direct methods. Exact solutions are at best, difficult to obtain and frequently 

unavailable. Because of the difficulty of getting exact solutions, many different 

approximation methods have been developed, one of which is the finite-element method.

In order to explain how this method generates useful results, I will present the basic theory 

behind the finite-element method as well as discuss some general applications for using it. 

Most of this explanation, however, will focus on the application of the finite-element

method to beams and frame structures.

The basis of the finite element method is actually quite simple. In order to find the 

displacements and rotations of a structure under a physical load, a system of differential 

equations needs to be solved. The function u, defining displacements and deformations, is 

necessary for this solution. The amount of work when a structure is subject to arbitrary, 

kinematically consistent, virtual displacements and deformations must be equal to zero. 

Because these differential equations can almost never be solved exactly, an approximation 

is necessary. The Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin method provides a useful way to make this kind 

of approximation. Finite-element analysis requires choosing a finite number of trial 

functions and combining them in such a way that an optimum solution can be found 

(Strang 1). Two ways of applying this method are either to increase the number of

subdivisions or elements in the structure, applying relatively simple trial functions to each 

sub-member, or to add more and more complex trial functions for each element. With
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these trial functions we model the actual deformations with estimated forms. The model I

will be using applies the first of the above methods, therefore increasing the accuracy of 

analysis for deformable solids. Not only does this method lend itself to easier calculations, 

but it can be automated with a computer program.

♦
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I. Formulating the Problem

The first step of the process, as with any other analytical process, is to define the 

problem. In order to set the scope for my work, I will model a two-dimensional, planar 

frame using simple beam theory. A frame is a structure that has connections that are 

capable of transmitting bending moments, as well as shear and thrust. This differs from a 

truss, where connections are hinges and can transmit member forces but not moments or

shear forces.

Assumptions

In order to use the finite element method, we need to make certain physical 

assumptions. These assumptions fall into two categories; assumptions that model the 

structure of the frame and assumptions that model the construction material. The first 

category, model assumptions, necessitates the division of a frame into nodes and members 

with distributed forces applied between nodes and concentrated forces applied directly at

the nodes. Loads on the structure can include concentrated forces, concentrated

moments, and distributed forces. The distributed forces can be quite general and can vary

along the length of the member, as long as the load function is continuous. The weight of

the member can be viewed as a distributed load in either pounds per inch or Newtons per

meter, and the loads in this paper are taken to be independent of time. As the nodes are 

identified we must also pay attention to the cross sectional area of each member. It is

W assumed that this area is constant throughout the length of the member. This assumption

does not limit us, however, to constant-area members, as a trapezoidal member can be
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*
modeled as a collection of constant-area elements with the area changing between each

division.

Material assumptions, the second category, concern the construction material of 

the beam elements. The beam element between each pair of nodes must have cross-section 

that is symmetric with respect to the x-y bending plane along its entire length (Fig 1).

Also, the material must be homogeneous and isotropic. A homogeneous material has 

constant properties throughout its volume. An isotropic material has the same material 

properties in all directions. And, finally, the material must behave in a linear, elastic 

manner. This assumption restricts the load on that member to one that does not exceed 

the proportional limit.

Fig 1. Symmetric Cross Section (a) vs. 
Non Symmetric Cross Section (b) 
(X-axis is into the page)

Now that the correct assumptions have been made, I can define the problem more 

clearly. The method of analyzing a frame structure by hand is generally long and difficult;

H however, developing a Mathematica program that implements the finite-element method

allows me to solve these problems with relative ease. The method I use is called the
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displacement method because it involves: first solving for the unknown node

displacements and then using that information to recover the element forces and moments. 

In order to interpret the equations in the following discussion, however, I must first define 

the variables. Due to limitations of Mathematica, some of these variable names deviate 

from those most commonly used (e.g. Young’s modulus is Y instead of E which is 

interpreted by Mathematica as Euler’s number).

I use the following variable definitions, which are shown in Figure 2.

a, = axial displacement at node i
v; = transverse displacement at node i
0j = rotational displacement at node i
Xj = axial force at node i
y, = shear force at node i
m, = moment at node i
1 = length of member
Y = Young’s modulus
M = moment of inertia
A = Cross sectional area

0j,mj

Fig 2. Element Displacement and Force Variables 

A row vector is shown with angle brackets, <x,x,x,x>, while a column vector uses braces,

X
* xf.

X
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The sample frame I will be using in the presentation of this program is shown in 

figure 4. The frame has four members and five nodes. The material is structural steel (Y= 

20x103 ksi), and the beam is a standard W6x201 beam with a nominal depth of six inches, 

a weight of 20 pounds per linear foot, a cross-sectional area of 5.87 in2, and a moment of 

inertia equal to 41.4 in4. For this presentation, we will assume weightless members to 

simplify the loading. Attention also needs to be paid to the units used; if Y is in 

kilopounds per square inch, then lengths must be in inches so that all units correspond.

Fig 3. Sample Frame Geometry

Programming in Mathematica

When using the finite-element method in my computer program, the first step is to 

collect the input data into an easily accessible format that Mathematica can use. To do 

this, I separate the input into node data and member data. The node data must include the

following information for each node: the location in Cartesian coordinates, the
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concentrated loads applied, and specification of any constraints on displacements and 

rotation. Likewise, the member data must include the material parameters, geometry, and 

distributed loads on the member. The member material is specified by a value for Young’s 

modulus. The geometry parameters are the length of the member, cross-sectional area, 

and the second moment of area. The distributed loads are described by a continuous 

function along the length of the member. A good way to represent this data is in matrix 

form. The matrices for the chosen frame are seen below. Each row corresponds to a

node or member, and the column definitions are shown above the columns of each matrix:

cu
X

I
o04

Node_\ ' 0

Node_2 0

Node_3 36

Node_4 72

Node 5 72

0 0 0
48 0 0
84 0 -1000
48 0 0
0 0 0

oO

0 0 0 1 
0 111 
0 111 
0 111 
0 0 0 1

■oaw

•sSce
s
£

41.4 5.87 O 0
41.4 5.87 0 0
41.4 5.87 O O
41.4 5.87 O O

Member 1

Member 2

Member 3

Member 4

1 2
2 3
3 4
4 5

29 *103 
29 *103 
29*103 
29* 103

I
i
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II Constructing the Polynomial Trial Functions

Principle of Virtual Work

Once the data is in an easily accessible format, I can begin to assemble the system 

equations. The first step in this process is selecting a set of trial functions to model the

deformations in each element of the structure. A structure is assumed to be in both in

static equilibrium and a deformed state. Since the frame is in static equilibrium all of the 

internal stresses, o, and applied loads,/are in equilibrium. The deformations are 

described by internal strains, s, and kinematically compatible displacements, u. To derive 

the system equations, I use the principle of virtual work. This principle states that, if a 

small kinematically admissible (i.e. satisfying all kinematic boundary conditions), virtual 

deformation is imposed on the deformed structure, the total work done by the internal

stresses and the external forces must be zero. If the virtual strains are 6e and the virtual

displacements are 6u, then that relationship may be represented as:

dV = = \cTSedV- \f8udV = 0 (1)
v v

Where d>Vint is the internal work done by internal stresses, o, and is the external

work done by the applied forces/

t
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Virtual -work and Simple Beam Theory

Bernoulli-Euler (simple beam theory) assumes that, when a prismatic beam bends, 

cross sections of the beam remain plane and normal to the longitudinal axis of the beam. 

This theory defines the relationship between the internal strains and point displacements 

throughout the volume of the beam. For the section of the beam shown in figure 5 below, 

the longitudinal displacement, Wj(x,y), and the strain, e(x,y), arise because of axial 

stretching or compression and transverse bending. The displacement due to axial 

stretching and compression varies with x, but is uniform across each cross section and 

therefore independent ofy. This displacement is described by a function a0(x). The

du2(x) .
displacements due to bending can be written as - y-----;-----, where «2 (x) is the

ax

transverse displacement of the beam. Therefore, the total displacements, ux (x,y) , are

given by:

w!(x,y) = a0(x) - yu'2 (x) (2)

These displacements are shown graphically in figure 4.
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Fig 4. Longitudinal Displacements

The direct strain in the longitudinal direction is 

Jw, (x, v)
-----= <^(x) - yu^x) (3)

All other strains are zero. For small displacements and rotations, u'^x), approximates

the curvature of the deformed beam. Assuming the beam is comprised of a homogenous, 

isotropic, linear elastic material, Hooke’s law relates the internal stress and strains as

<r(x,y) = Ys(x,y)

where Y is Young’s modulus for the beam material. The virtual deformations and 

displacements are taken as small perturbations, dux of the displacements and kinematically 

compatible strains, 6e. Kinematic compatibility of the virtual displacements and 

deformations is insured by requiring

8e = Sa'Q - y5u’{

-10-
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Consequently, the work done by the actual stresses as they undergo the virtual 

deformations is given by

adV= f - ySu’̂Y(a'o'- yu'^dV
V V

(4)

If A is the area of the beam’s cross section and I is the length of the beam, then the internal

virtual work can be written as

su= J 
0

f(<&; - y^y(a'o'- yu'&M
i

dx = J {§a'QYAa'a + Su’̂ YMu'^dx
o

(5)

where A = ^dA, M = fy2dA, and 

A A

fydA = 0. The latter constraint ( fydA = 0), is
A A

true because y is measured from the centroid of the beam’s cross sectional area.

If there are distributed loads, the work done by the external distributed loads,/,(x) and 

f2(x) is given by

♦
dist

I
= J(^o/i + Su2f2)dx (6)

o
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Concentrated loads applied at the ends of the beam also do work during the virtual 

deformation. The work done by these loads is given by

t

SWmnc = P„Sa, (0) + (0) + PJXSaa (/) +
Pj,Su2 (I) + M,Su'2 (0) - (Z) <7)

where P, and Pj are end forces and A/, and Mj are end moments.

The principle of virtual work combines all the above equations together by requiring that

= 0 (8)

Discretization with Finite Elements

A frame structure can be thought of as a collection of beam elements, each element 

being similar to that shown in Figure 2. The fundamental problem, after making the above 

substitutions, is to determine the displacement functions, a0(x) and m2(x) for each of the

elements so that the virtual work for an arbitrary, kinematically admissible virtual

deformation of the structure is zero. One method for defining this displacement is to

assume that these functions are polynomials with undetermined coefficients. Continuity of 

displacements and rotations at the locations where the elements join requires that tz0(x)

♦ must be at least linear and m2(x) must be at least cubic. Since the actual displacements are
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♦

probably different than those assumed, the solutions we receive from this approximation 

are only that—an approximation.

It is desirable to write the polynomial for a0(x) in terms of the two longitudinal 

displacements at each end of each element, and n2(x) hi terms of the two transverse 

displacements and two rotations at the two ends of the elements (i.e. there are two 

displacements and one rotation at each end of each element). Doing this will give the 

unknown constants in the equations physical meaning. Accordingly, Lagrange 

interpolating polynomials are used for n0(x) and Hermitian interpolating polynomials are 

used for w2(x) as follows:

«o(x) =
Nal(x)
Na2W

(9)
^■T JLT= a N

X X
where Nal (x) = 1 - y and Na2 (x) = — are the Legrange interpolating functions, and

(10)

where Nbi (x) = 1 - 3^yj +2^ , Nb2 (x) = I (jj(l - y)

A63 (x) = 3^y^ - 2^y) , and Nbii (x) = / (y) ^y -1^ are the Hermitian interpolating
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functions. From these functions for a0(x) and «2(x), the kinematically admissible virtual

deformations are

f

SaQ{x} = ^Sa^Saj Na2{x)
= SaTN (11)

and

Su2 (x) = ,80;, Su2j ,50^

X,(x)'
^62(x)
#M(x) (12)

=

Substituting these expressions into our virtual work equation and evaluating the integrals

gives

SV = (SaT,Sv}-
K 0 ‘ a <3

1_____

0° K_b V Wj = 0 (13)

where K = jE4^QVa)(^Va) , a 2x2 matrix, Kb = pfcc,a

4x4 matrix,
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I 1
P = f/j N dx, a 2x1 vector, and P = |/2-W dx, a 4x1 vector.

a * ~ a ~ b * ~ b0 0

Since the virtual work conditions must hold true for any admissible virtual deformations, 

which are now specified by 8 a and 8 u2 , it is necessary that

£
0 (H)

or, equivalently, that

K
=a

0 " a

1

<3

1___
1

0 Kb V
(15)

These are the equilibrium equations that we use to solve for the deformations.

0
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Ill Assemble the Stiffness Matrix and System Equations

After selecting the trial functions, I can construct the stiffness matrix for a generic 

member. Since the stiffness matrices are easily calculated in axial and transverse, or local, 

coordinates, we first calculate the stiffness matrix in local coordinates (Axial, Transverse),

and then rotate it into global coordinates (X,Y).

A-Axial 
T-Transverse 
X-Global X 
¥g-Global¥

Fig 5.

Evaluation of the integrals in (13), result in the following matrix

A
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' _£X_
length " length 0 0 0 0

AY AY n o 0 n
length length

n n 12 MY SHY 12 MY SHY
length^ length? length? length?

n n 6HY 4MY SHY 2MYw
length? length length? length

o n 12 MY 6 MY 12 MY SHY
length? length? length? length?

n n 6HY 2MY 6 MY 4MYu u length? length length? length

At this point, the order of the unknown node displacements needs to be changed from 

{«i a2 Vj 0x v2 02}

to a more useful form where the three displacements at each node are grouped together as

{a, v, 0X a2 v2 02}

The matrix for the re-ordered displacements is shown below:

f AY 0 0 AY 0
•

0
length length

n 12 MY 6 MY n 12 MY 6MY
length? length? length? length?

n 6MY 4MY ft SHY 2 MY
length? length length? length

AY 0 0 AY 0 0
length c. length

n 12 MY 6MY 12 MY 6 MY
length? length?

u
length? length?

n 6MY 2MY n SHY 4MY

1
kJ

length? length length? length
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Rotation to the global coordinate system is obtained by appling the following

rotation transformation matrix:

f
Cos(0)

R =
0

Sin(0)
Cos(0)

0

0
0
1

This gives the following global element stiffness matrix and member load vector:

where
0
R

Theta is the angle the member makes with the global x axis; its orientation is defined by 

the standard right hand convention as shown in figure 6.

After rotating each element stiffness matrix into global coordinates, I add the local 

stiffness matrix into the global frame matrix in such a way that the member displacements 

correspond to the appropriate global node displacements. I then assemble the frame 

stiffness matrix, leaving out the constrained degrees of freedom that correspond to 

structural supports. Doing so insures that the frame-stiffness matrix is non-singular and 

that the system equations will have a unique solution. If these constraints were not 

included, the system matrix would be singular and the system equations would have an 

infinite number of solutions, each corresponding to rigid body freedoms of the structure.
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These solutions arise because the structure, without adequate supports, can translate or 

rotate in rigid body motion with no deformation of the structure and no member forces.

Once the stiflness matrix for the entire frame is assembled, we need to prepare the

load vector. To do this, I need to make an approximation of the concentrated loads so 

these can be included in the nodal load vector. Equation 6 transforms the distributed load 

into a pair of transverse loads and applied moments at each end of the member. This is 

shown in Figure 6:

W
. .

Fig. 6 Distributed Load Approximation

After we have an approximation for the distributed load, we add that to the concentrated 

loads that are applied at each node. The loading vector for the sample problem is seen

below:

{O 0 0 0 0 -1000 00000}
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IV Solve the System and Recover Functions of Interest

Once I have both the stiffness matrix and the applied force vector formed, it is easy 

for me to solve for the displacements at each of the nodes using a generalized form of 

Hooke’s law. Once the displacements are identified, the forces that cause these 

displacements can be found by working backwards with the member stiffness matrices.

The equations that are used to solve for the member forces are:

F, ,= K *D, , (18)—local —iccaf —local v z

F.., = K *DlnhI
—global = global —Slobal (19)

*
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V. Demonstrate the Effectiveness of the Model

To see the effectiveness of this method and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

• program, I solve two examples using my program and compare the results with those

taken from texts or commercial software calculations.

Example 1:

Determine the vertical deflection at the 30-kip load in the beam of Figure El.l.

P=30 kips

Y=29 x 103 ksi 
M= 2250 in4

Fig 7. Example 1

In order to analyze this beam, we need to divide the beam up into three elements. 

This is necessary since we have a concentrated load 10 feet from the left end. In doing 

this, we create the following matrices (the length of the entire beam is 30 feet).

-21-
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

120 0 0 -30 0 1 1 1

360 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Node Data Matrix El

1 2 29*103 2250 1 0 2/12

2 3 29* 103 2250 1 0 2/12

Member Data Matrix El

The node data entries are all fairly simple to understand. As stated earlier, the units must 

be consistent. For example, if the coordinates are in inches and the concentrated force in 

kilo-pounds, the distributed force must be converted to pounds per inch instead of the 

given pounds per foot.

After entering these matrices into Mathematica, I evaluated the prepared code and 

end up with the following results that tell us the displacements at each of the nodes. The 

node we are interested in is node three, and therefore the vertical displacement at that

node.

The output we receive from Mathematica can be seen below:

{-0.00864368, 0., -0.838621, -0.00386207, 0., 0.00790805}
Results El

In order to understand this output, I need to explain each component of the output 

vector. Looking at Node Data Matrix El, you see the “1" and “0" entries that correspond
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to the freedoms in the related directions. For each “1" in that matrix, the program solves 

for a displacement or rotation. In this example, the first entry in Results El is the rotation 

at the left support of the beam. Since there is only one freedom at node one, the second 

entry is the x displacement at node 2, and so on. Using this scheme, the displacement of 

interest would be the third entry, or the y displacement of node 2. Looking at the answer 

of -0.838621 inches and comparing it to the answer in McCormac’s structural analysis text 

(McCormac, pg. 334), of -0.838 inches, the results from my program match and exceed 

the accuracy of the text result. These results clearly demonstrate that my program works, 

at least on this simple problem. Next, I will try this program on a somewhat more difficult 

problem and see if it still stands up to the test.

Example 2:

In this example, I am going to take a closer look at the frame that I used to present the 

explanation of the programming steps in the preceding pages. To make the problem more 

difficult, I will apply a lateral distributed load to the structure. The results from my 

program will then be compared to results from SABLE, a commercially available 

structural analysis program (See Works Cited). Specifically, I am going to look at the

deflection at the peak node and the rotations at each of the supports. The geometry of the 

frame is shown in Figure 8:
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1000 Kips

Fig 8. Example 2

The node data matrices and member data matrices can be seen below:

' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T

0 48 0 0 0 1 1 1

36 84 0 -1000 0 1 1 1

72 48 0 0 0 1 1 1

72 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Node Data Matrix E2

1 2 29*103 41.4 5.87 0 -2/12'

2 3 29*103 41.4 5.87 0 0

3 4 29*103 41.4 5.87 0 0

4 5 29*103 41.4 5.87 0 0

Member Data Matrix E2

Once again, I enter this data into Mathematica and let the program do it’s magic. The

results I receive can be seen below:
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Joint X-Translation Y-Translation Rotation

1 0 0 0.03000993027296

2 -0.345754532479 -0.13196263878 -0.046086364185

3 1.73975673764 -2.40030097459 0.007758235314

4 3.78808097817 -0.15000881161 0.012752039495

5 0 0 -0.124753550315

Taking the same structure and placing it into SABLE, I obtain the following output which, 

when compared with my results, reveals that my Mathematica program handles distributed 

loads and concentrated loads on a frame structure with very little error in the

displacements.

Joint X-Translation Y-Translation Rotation

1 0 0 0.03001

2 -0.3457 -0.132 -0.04609

3 1.740 -2.400 0.007758

4 3.788 -0.1500 0.01275

5 0 0 -0.1248
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Conclusion

* Beyond making problems involving deformable solids easier to solve, the

advantages of finite-element method are numerous and deserve some attention. Being 

able to approximate a difficult solution closely, or even arrive at a solution, is an 

advantage in itself. Refining this solution by increasing the number of simple calculations, 

as opposed to solving more complicated equations, gives the problem a level of simplicity 

that most other models cannot accomplish. Modeling the solutions of a partial differential 

equation with simple polynomials decreases the amount of work necessary to obtain a 

solution, therefore bringing an unsolvable problem out of the realm of the mathematician 

and into that of the engineer. Not only can we solve the problem, but it is a simple task to 

program a computer to do this computation for us. The use of computer analysis not only 

allows students to use this method in the classroom, but enables engineers to apply this

method in the office.

With the number of advantages this method has, however, there are also a few 

limitations that must be mentioned. Replacement of the distributed load across a member

with a concentrated load and moment located at the nodes can lead to significant error.

As a result of this approximation, the moment is linear and the shear is constant, 

regardless of the loading configuration. This varies from even a simple distributed load, 

which has a linear shear and a parabolic moment. This error is diminished however, as the

> number of elements increases. A graphical representation of this error is shown in figure

9.
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Figure 9a - Actual Shear and Moment Figure 9b - Estimated Shear and Moment 
for a Distributed Load (2 elements)

Not only does this method allow us to perform these calculations for a frame 

structure, but it can also be applied to various other problems outside of structural 

analysis. Some of the applications of the finite element method include: fluid mechanics, 

thermodynamics, and electrical circuits. With this as a basis for many different types of 

analysis, it is easy to see the benefit that a method such as this has in mathematics, as well 

as in engineering.
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Definition of Terms

Frame:

klf:

Linearly elastic:

Member:

Node:

Proportional Limit:

Moment of Inertia:

Strain:

Stress:

Trial Function:

Young’s Modulus:

A collection of members where the connections transmit moments 
and shears as well as axial forces.

Kilo-pounds per linear foot.

A specimen is said to respond elastically if it returns to its original 
shape or length when the load acting on it is removed and stress is 
linearly proportional to strain.

A beam element within a frame.

The intersection between two or more members.

The upper stress limit to the linear relationship between stress and 
strain. Past this limit the material will not return to its original 
shape when the load is removed.

Measures the distribution of the area of a beam cross-section about 
the centroid.

The elongation or contraction of a line segment per unit of length.

The intensity of the internal force on a specific area.

A function that is used to estimate the functional form of the 
displacements within a member.

The modulus of elasticity.
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Good Code 3-16.nb 1

< < LinearAlgebra'MatrixManipulation';

Clearte, Na, Nb, Ka, Kb, Y, M, A, length, x, zl, z2, Kl, K2, Kel, fl, FI, f2, F2,
Pa, Pb, theta, zt, tl, t2, T, Tt, Keg, Peg, Pel, nodedata, memberdata, K, memberlength)

(* Node Data *)
(* X Position (inches or meters) ,Y Position (inches or meters),
X Load (lbs or Kn) , Y Load (lbs or kn) , Applied Moment (ft-lbs or KN-m) ,
X Freedom (0-constrained,l-free), Y Freedom, Moment Freedom *)

nodedata = ( ( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 1) ,
<0.0, 5.0*12, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1, 1, l), <2.0*12, 7.0*12, 0.0, 1000.0, 0.0, 1, 1, 1>,

(4.0*12, 5.0*12, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1, 1, 1>,
(4.0*12, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0, 1»;

(* W6x20 A36 Structural Steel*)
(* Start Node, End Node, Youngs Modulus,
2nd Moment around x-axis, Area, Force x (mass),Force y*)

memberdata = t(l, 2, 29000, 41.4, 5.87, 0, o),
(2, 3, 29000, 41.4, 5.87, 0, 0>, (3, 4, 29000, 41.4, 5.87, 0, O),
(4, 5, 29000, 41.4, 5.87, 0, 0>);

♦
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f2tll

f2 [1]

Natx_, length_] = tl -x^length, x^length);
Naptx_, length_] =DtNatx, length], x) ;
Nbtx_,length—] =
Cl - 3 (x ! length) A2 + 2 (x / length) A3, (x / length) * (l - (x ! length)) A2 * length,

3 * (x ! length) *2-2* (x ! length) A3, (x ! length) * 2 * ((x ! length) - l) * length) ;
Nbptx—, length—) sDfoENbEx, length], x), x) ;
Kad_, M_, A_, length_] =
Integrated* A* Outer dimes, Naptx, length], Naptx, length]), (x, 0, length)];
Kbd_, M—, A_, length—] =
Integrated *M* Outer dimes, Nbptx, length], Nbptx, length)3, (x, 0, length)]; 

zl = ZeroMatrix[4, 2) ; 
z2 = ZeroMatrixd, 4] ;
Kl[y_, M—, A_, length—) = JointKad, M, A, length) , zll ;
K2 d_, M_, A—, length_] = Jointz2, Kbd, M, A, length]3 ;
Kelld_, M_, A_, length_] =
Join[Transpose[K1d, M, A, length]], Transpose[r2d, M, A, length)]];
Kel2d_, M_, A_, length-] =
Transpose[[Kell [y, M, A, length)[tl)1, Kelld, M, A, length) [ [3] J,

Kelld,M, A, length][[4]3,
Kellty, M, A, length][[2]], Kelld, M, A, length)I[5]1,
Kelld, M, A, length] [[633)3;

Keld_, M_, A_, length_] =
[Kel2d, M, A, length] till], Kel2d, M, A, length] C [3] 1 , Kel2d, M, A, length] [ [4] ] , 
Kel2d, M, A, length) I [2] 3 , Kel2d, M, A, length) [ [5] ] , Kel2d, M, A, length] I d)) );

(★Creating [pa;Pb) vector*)
fl[member_3 : = memberdatat[member, 6)1;
FI [a_, X—, n_1 :sA*fl(n];
PatA_, length—, n_3 := Integrate dl t A, x, n3 *Natx, length), (x, 0, length) I;
Clear [f2, F2, Pb) ;
f2 [n_3 : = memberdatat tn, 7 3 ] ;
F2 Ca_, x_, n_3 :=A*f2tn];
PbtA—, length—, n_3 := Integrate [ F2 [ A, x, n) *Nbtx, length], tx, 0, length)!;
PelatA—, length—, n_1 := Flatten [Append da tA, length, n3, PbtA, length, n)) 3
Pel [a_, length—, n_3 : =
delad, length, n)[II]1, PelatA, length, n]I[3]1, PelatA, length, n)t[4]3,
PelatA, length, rx3 [C213 , PelatA, length, n3 [ [5] 3 , PelatA, length, nltd)!)

deltaxtn_) : = nodedata[tmemberdatattn, 2) 3, ill - nodedatat tmemberdatat tn, 13 3, 1]J; 
deltaytn_] : = nodedata[[memberdatat tn, 2)1, 2)3 - nodedata[tmemberdatat tn, l]], 2]]; 
memberlength tn_3 : = Sqrt[deltaxtn)A 2 +deltaytn)A 23 ;
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tln_l := Hdeltaxtnl ! memberlengthIn! , deltaytn! ! memberlength!nJ , o!,
{-deltaytn! ! memberlength !n! , deltaxtn! ! memberlength Ini, o!, !o, 0, lH;

zt = ZeroMatrix[3];
tl !n_! : = Join It tnl, ztl ;
t2 tn_l := Jointzt, tin!!;
Ttn_! := Transpose!Join[Transpose!tltn!!, Transpose!t2!n!!!!
Tttn_l := Transpose[ttnJ1
Keg[y_, M_, A_, length_, n_l : = TttnJ . Kelly, M, A, length! . Tin! ;
PegfA_, length_, n_J := TttnJ .PeltA, length, nJ ;

Kglobal[member_J : = Keg[memberdata[[member, 3l J ,
memberdata![member, 4! J , memberdata[[member, 5! J , memberlength[member], member!;

Klocal!member_! := Kel[memberdata[[member, 3!!,
memberdata![member, 4]! , memberdata![member, 5]!, memberlength[member!!;

p!member_! : =Peg[memberdata![member, 5]!, memberlength[member!, member!

rhs = {!;
Forttcount =0, j = l!, j <= Length [nodedata!, j++,
Forti = 6, i <= 8, i++,
If [nodedata! [j , il! 1=0,
[count = count + 1, nodedata![j, i!! = count, rhs = !rhs, nodedata![3, i - 3]! ))!!1; 

rhs = Flatten!rhs! 
bigmatrix = ZeroMatrix!count!;

{0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1000., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.}

*
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Forlz = 1, z <= Length(memberdata], z++, 
kglo = Kglobal(z3; 
pmem = P (z 3;
ii = nodedata((memberdata((z, ll 3 , 63 3 ; 
jj = nodedata((memberdata((z, l3 3 , 73 3 ; 
kk = nodedata((memberdata!(z, l3 3 , 83 3 ;
11=nodedata((memberdata!(z, 233, 63 3 ; 
mm = nodedata! (memberdata! (z, 23 3 , 73 3 ; 
nn = nodedata((memberdata((z, 233, 83 3 ;

If (ii 1=0, (rhsf (iil 3 = rhs( Eiil 3 + pmem! Il 3 3,
bigmatrixf(ii, iil 3 =bigmatrixl(ii, ii3 3 +kglol(l, ll 3 33 ;

If (ii I = 0 66 j j 1=0, bigmatrixl (ii, j j 3 3 = bigmatrixl (ii, j j 3 3 + kglol II, 23 3 3 ;
If (ii 1 = 0 66 kk ! = 0, bigmatrixl (ii, kk3 3 = bigmatrixl (ii, kk3 3 + kglo ( (l, 33 3 3 ;
If (ii 1 = 0 66 11 1=0, bigmatrixl (ii, ll3 3 = bigmatrixl (ii, 111 3 + kglo! Il, 43 3 3 ; 
If (ii 1 = 0 66 mm ! = 0, bigmatrixl (ii, mm3 3 = bigmatrixl (ii, mm3 3 + kglol (l, 5] 3 3 ;
If (ii I = 0 66 nn 1=0, bigmatrixl (ii, nn3 3 = bigmatrixl (ii, nn3 3 + kglo I II, 63 3 3 ;
If I j j ! = 0, (rhs ((j j3 3 = rhs( I j j 3 3 + pmem ((23 3 ,

bigmatrix(Ijj, jj3 3 =bigmatrixI(jj, jjll +kglo((2, 23333;
If E j j ! = 0 66 kk 1=0, bigmatrix! (j j , kk3 3 = bigmatrixl (j j , kk3 3 + kglo( (2, 3133;
If (j j 1 = 0 6611 1=0, bigmatrixl (j j, ill 3 = bigmatrixl (j j, 113 3 + kglol (2, 43 3 1 ;
IfEjj 1 = 0 66 mm 1 = 0, bigmatrixl (j j , mm3 3 = bigmatrix! (j j , mm3 3 + kglo ((2, 53 3 3 ;
If (j j 1 = 0 66 nn 1=0, bigmatrixl (j j, nnl 3 = bigmatrixl (j j, nn3 3 + kglol (2, 63 3 3 ;
If (kk 1=0, (rhs I (kkl 3 = rhsf (kkl 3 + pmem! (3] 3 ,

bigmatrixl(kk, kkl 3 =bigmatrixlIkk, kk33 +kglol(3, 33 331 ;
If (kk 1 = 0 && 11 1=0, bigmatrixl (kk, 111 3 = bigmatrixl (kk, 111 3 + kglo! (3, 43 3 3 ;
If (kk 1 = 0 66 mm 1 = 0, bigmatrixl (kk, mm3 3 = bigmatrixl I kk, mm3 3 + kglo! (3, 5111;
If (kk 1 = 0 66 nn 1=0, bigmatrix! (kk, nnl 3 = bigmatrix! (kk, nnl 3 + kglol [3, g] 3 3 ;
If Ell 1=0, (rhs (Illll = rhs( (ill 3 + pmemC [4 3 3 ,

bigmatrixl(11, 111 3 =bigmatrixl(11, 111 3 +kglol(4, 43333;
If (ll 1 = 0 66 mm 1=0, bigmatrixl (ll, mm3 3 = bigmatrixl (ll, mm3 3 + kglo! [4, 5] 3 3 ; 
If (ll 1 = 0 66 nn 1 = 0, bigmatrixl (ll, nnl 3 = bigmatrix! (ll, nnl 3 + kglo ([4, 63 3 3 ; 
If (mm 1=0, (rhs I (mm3 3 = rhsf (mm3 3 + pmem [[5]],

bigmatrix(( mm r TTlTTl 3 3 = bigmatrix(( mm, mm 33 +kglo!(5, 53333;
If (mm 1 = 0 66 nn 1 = 0, bigmatrixl (mm, nnl 3 = bigmatrixl (mm, nnl 3 + kglo! [5, 63 3 3 ; 
If (nn 1=0, (rhs ((nnl 3 = rhs ((nnl 3 + pmem ((63 3 ,

bigmatrix!(nn, nnl 3 = bigmatrixf(nn, nnl 3 + kgloE 16, 63 3 3 3 ;
3;

Rmatrix = bigmatrix + Transpose (bigmatrixl ;
Forli = 1, i <= Length (Rmatrix] , i++, Rmatrix ((i, ill = .5 Rmatrix! (i, ill!;

a
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dis = LinearSolvetKmatrix, rhsl 
disf Co 11=0;
globaldis[member_l : = {(dis[tnodedata[(memberdata[[member, ill, 611311, 

[dis [[nodedatat[memberdatat[member, ill, 711111,
[dis[[nodedata[[memberdata[[member, ill, 811111,
[dis[[nodedata[[memberdatat[member, 2l 1, 611111,
[dis[[nodedata[[memberdatat[member, 211 , 711111,
[dis[tnodedata[[memberdatat[member, 2l 1, 8l11311;

localdis[member_l :=T[memberl . globaldis[member1

{-0.0486236, 1.06604, 0.176232, 0.0439452, 8.84477 x IO'15, 1.35428, 2.131xl0-11, 
-1.06604, 0.176232, -0.0439452, 0.0486236}

localforce[n_l : = Klocaltnl . localdistnl;
globalforce[n_l : = Kglobaltnl . globaldistnl;

Tabletlocalforcetnl, fn, 1, Length[memberdatal11 II MatrixForm

' ( -500. ) ( 61.7434 ) ( 0. ) ( 500. ) ( -61.7434 ) ( 3704.6 ) '
( -397.213 ) ( -309.894 ) (-3704.6) ( 397.213 ) ( 309.894 ) ( -6813.55 )
( -397.213 ) ( 309.894 ) ( 6813.55 ) ( 397.213 ) ( -309.894 ) ( 3704.6 )

, (-500. ) ( -61.7434 ) ( -3704.6 ) (500. ) ( 61.7434 ) ( 0. )

Table[globaldistnl, tn, 1, Length[memberdatal11 II MatrixForm

( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( -0.0486236 ) ( 1.06604 ) ( 0.176232 ) ( 0.0439452
( 1.06604 ) ( 0.176232 ) ( 0.0439452 ) ( 8.84477 x 10’15 ) ( 1.35428 ) (2.131x10

( 8.84 477 x 10’15 ) ( 1.35428 ) ( 2.131xl0'17 ) (-1.06604 ) ( 0.176232 ) ( -0.0439452
( -1.06604 ) ( 0.176232 ) ( -0.0439452 ) ( 0 ) ( 0 ) ( 0.0486236

rhs

{0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1000., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.}

ptll

{0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.}

Kelty, M, A, length! // MatrixForm
AY

length

0

0
_ AY 

length

0

0

0 0 AY 0 0length
12MY 6MY 0 12 MY 6MY

length3 length2 length3 length2
6MY 4MY 0 6M Y 2MY

length2 length length2 length

0 0 AY 0 0length
12MY 6MY 0 12 MY 6M Y

length3 length2 length3 length2
6MY 2MY 0 6M Y 4MY

length2 length length2 length
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*
mamberdata ! ! MatrixForm

' 1 2 29000 41.4 5.87 0 0 '
2 3 29000 41.4 5.87 0 0
3 4 29000 41.4 5.87 0 0

, 4 5 29000 41.4 5.87 0 0 ,

rhs

{0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1000., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.}

♦


